Our new method in Cloud-J and Solar-J versions 7.6c for determining the extinction of the direct solar beam as well as calculating the incident flux and the scattered diffuse flux are described here. A model with M layers, designated K = 1:M, has M+1 layer edges, designated L = 1:M+1. Each layer K is assumed to be uniform and defined by density, temperature, composition, and for this paper, optical depth, single scattering albedo, and scattering phase function. Each layer edge 15 L is defined by pressure. The layer edge altitude, ZL, is calculated from the hydrostatic equation starting with the surface altitude Z1. Each layer edge has a radius RL from the center of the Earth given by R + ZL. For model options 'flat', 'sphr' and 'refr', we use the flat-atmosphere 1D hydrostatic equation with constant g0, and hence all altitudes are geopotential height. For option 'geom', we use a spherical hydrostatic atmosphere with decreasing g(Z) = go/(1 + Z/R) 2 to get 20 true geometric altitudes, which we designate Z geom .
For a grid-cell column atmosphere (CA), the solar zenith angle ACA used to start the ray trace is the same at each layer edge. Without refraction, all solar ray paths through the atmosphere are straight lines. The invariant quantity along ray paths for column atmospheres on the sunlit side 25
(ACA ≤ 90°) that terminate at layer edge 1 is then: sin(AL) RL = sin(ACA) R1 = constant (A.1) This means that the apparent zenith angle of the sun at the top of the atmosphere is sin(AM+1) = sin(ACA) R1 / RM+1. (A.2) Given that R1 < RM+1, then AM+1 ≤ ACA and the sun is more overhead (less attenuated) at higher 30 altitudes (except for the special case ACA = 0°). Integrating from the top down to the surface, we can calculate the sequence of zenith angles AK at radius RK. The length from RK+1 to RK along the solar ray path is the leg of the triangle connecting the radius vector RK+1 with the vector RK, and is given by simple trigonometry as P(1, K) = RK+1 cos(AK+1) -RK cos(AK). (A.3) 35 We define path length P(L, K) as the distance through layer K of the solar ray ending at radius RL. Note that starting at R2 gives a different ray-path with invariant sin(ACA) R2. On the sunlit side only overhead layers fall in the ray path, P(L, K) > 0 for K=L:M, and P(L, K) = 0 for K=1:L-1. (A.4) By definition P(M+1, K) = 0 for all K because at RM+1 (top of atmosphere) the solar ray does not 40 pass through the atmosphere and is not attenuated. Note that this ray tracing involves path lengths through layers that are increasingly separated from the CA radius vector at angle ACA, and thus in a 3D atmospheric model might belong to neighboring CAs.
When ACA > 90°, cos(ACA) < 0, and without refraction the surface is dark, and P(1, K) ≡ 0 for 45 K=1:M. This condition, P(L, K) ≡ 0, holds until searching upward, we reach the first layer edge www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1908198116
L > 1 such that the ray path is no longer shadowed by the surface. In effect, the tangent radius, sin(ACA) RL, is greater than R1. Starting at RL, we follow the ray path downward through layer L-1 below, intersecting R L-1 at angle: sin(AL-1) = sin(ACA) RL / RL-1. (A.5) 50
Note that when calculating AL-1 from the sine, one must use the value >90º to ensure that the cosine remains negative. The path length through this layer, remembering that both cosines are negative, is then: P(L, L-1) = cos(AL-1) RL-1 -cos(AL) RL. (A.6) This process continues, following the ray path that started at RL with AL = ACA, calculating P(L, 55 L-2) and so on, until radius RJ, where the ray path no longer hits a lower radius, but cuts a chord through the layer below, intersecting RJ on the sunlit side. This condition is sin(AJ) RJ > RJ-1.
(A.7) The path through layer J-1 is the length of the chord: P(L, J-1) = -2 cos(AJ) RJ.
Starting at the radius RJ on the sunlit side, we reflect the zenith angle, AJ' = 180º -AJ < 90º, so that the cosine flips sign, and proceed upward as before. The path lengths P(L, K=J:L-1) will have two separate parts, one from the dark side and one from the sunlit side; however both are equal in length for unrefracted paths. The path length P is converted to the dimensionless air mass factor by dividing by the thickness of layer K: 65 AMF(L, K) = P(L, K) / (RK+1 -RK) (A.9) AMF is used in the radiative transfer solution to scale the optical depth of each layer in determining the extinction of sunlight along the path. The effective cos(A) in layer K for the path to radius L is 1/AMF(L, K) ≤ 1. Along a ray path, AMF changes with altitude, becoming smaller at higher altitudes. AMF is used to calculate the incident solar angle for the scattering 70 phase function of the sun and the scale factor for the solar flux deposited in that layer. Calculations denoted here as 'sphr' use only these corrections to the flat atmosphere.
With refraction the solar ray bends as it traverses layers of differing refractive index, and thus the refracted angle across each layer edge depends directly on density and somewhat on wavelength 75
(1, 30). For a refracting atmosphere with index of refraction NL in layer L with lower edge RL, the invariant quantity along the ray path intersecting the surface R1 at zenith angle A1 is: sin(AL) RL NL = sin(A1) R1 N1.
(A.10) The refractive index in a vacuum is 1 and increases with density:
Due to refraction, the angle A1 will not equal the CA zenith angle ACA. A ray path bends toward the surface rather than traveling in a straight line, and there is no simple formula to find A1 as a function of ACA. For visible wavelengths in the Earth's atmosphere, ACA ~ 90° results in A1 ~ 89.5°, i.e., when standing at the geometric terminator, the sun appears elevated 0.5° above the horizon. 85
The method of calculating the refractive path here involves iteration for ray paths that intersect the surface or interpolation across refracted paths that do not touch the surface. This method results in the surface being directly sunlit at ACA ~ 90.5° and the apparent zenith angle being elevated (smaller path length) compared with the non-refracted atmosphere. This method is 90 flexible for different profiles of NL, but the accuracy depends on the number of layers per atmospheric scale height.
For ACA ≤ 90º we first ignore the elevation angle at radius RL (L=1:M) and start integrating from the top of the atmosphere approximating the refracted invariant beginning at L with the constant: 95 sARNL ≡ sin(ACA) RL NL (A.12) The zenith angle at the top of the atmosphere is: sin(AM+1) = sARNL / RM+1. (A.13) The ray path bends as it reaches RM and has zenith angle: sin(AM) = sARNL / (RM NM). (A.14) 100
In order to calculate the elevation angle we need the angle between the two radius vectors RM+1 and RM. The straight ray path upward from RM at angle AM intersects RM+1 at angle A´M, which is given from the non-refracted invariant: sin(A´M) RM+1 = sin(AM) RM. (A.15) Thus, the zenith angle of the radius vector to RM is AM+1 + (AM -A´M). This sequence is 105 continued down to radius point L, where the refracted zenith angle is:
16) The elevation angle, A r L -ACA, is proportional to NL-1. We reduce the zenith angle of the ray path at RL to ACA -(A r L -ACA), and the refracted invariant at L is revised to sARNL * ≡ sin(2 ACA -A r L) RL NL (A.17) 110
Using this new invariant, the process is repeated, now saving the path lengths: P(L, M) = cos(A'M) RM+1 -cos(AM) RM (A.18) and so forth down to P(L, L). This procedure is repeated for L = 1:M. We iterate only once because elevation angles on the Earth are small, <0.5°, but more iterations would increase the accuracy if needed. 115
For ACA > ~ 90.5° we follow ray paths that bend around the Earth and continue through the postterminator dark side to RM+1 without intersecting the surface. For this, we calculate and store the properties of all ray paths with tangent points at each radius RL for L=1:M. The rays do not intersect and the refracted path from radius RL at angle ACA can be interpolated from the two 120 tangent ray paths bounding that point. Starting with L=1, we calculate the refracted ray-path that is tangent to RL. Due to refraction, this tangent point occurs at a zenith angle A tan L > 90°, which becomes closer and closer to 90° as L increases and NL approaches 1. Because the path angle is tangent at RL, the refracted invariant, sARNL is simply RL NL. We integrate starting at RM+1 (as above for ACA ≤ 90°) along the sunlit side of the ray (superscript S), archiving the path 125 lengths through each layer P tanS and the zenith angles A tanS where the refracted ray crosses each successive radius on the sunlit side:
A tanS (L, M) = A r M = AM+1 + (AM -A´M) This continues down to the tangent point A tanS (L, L) ≡ A tan L > 90°. Note that P tanS is a path length as is P, but the indexing is specific to tangent radii L, and we define P tanS (L, J) = 0 for J < L. For the angle A tanS , both indices are radius points and A tanS (L, J) is undefined for J < L. The superscript S is used to denote the sunlit side of the ray path. 135
We can continue integrating from the tangent point out of the atmosphere up to RM+1 on the dark side, but the path can simply be reflected about the tangent point A tan L without further computation. The zenith angle at radius RJ on the dark side (superscript D) along this tangent path is reflected about A tan L:
140
A tanD (L, J) = 2 A tan L -A tanS (L, J) for J=L:M.
(A.20) The post-terminator path lengths on the dark side P tanD (L, J) are the same as P tanS (L, J). With these matrices stored, we can interpolate the tangent ray path for an intermediate radius that passes through radius K in a column atmosphere at angle ACA. From the interpolated values P tanS (-, J) and P tanD (-, J), we calculate a standard path P(K, J): 145 P(K, J) = P tanS (-, J) + P tanD (-, J) for J < K; (A.21) = P tanS (-, J) for J ≥ K. We must calculate interpolated tangent ray paths, if they exist, for each radius in the CA in order to fill out the P matrix. 150
For a column atmosphere on the dark side with zenith angle ACA > A tan 1 (~90.45º for the Earth's atmosphere), the surface will be dark. A tanD (1, J) is the zenith angle where the R1 tangent path, exiting on the dark side, crosses RJ; and thus for any column atmosphere where ACA ≤ A tanD (1, J) RJ will be in direct sunlight. For each RJ in a given CA, we search upward from L = 1 (surface tangent ray) until we find a pair of tangent ray paths L and L+1 such that 155
A tanD (L+1, J) < ACA ≤ A tanD (L, J). (A.22) We then interpolate linearly in angle ACA between P tanS (L+1, K) and P tanS (L, K) to get the paths for the intermediate tangent ray P tanS (-, K), and similarly for P tanD (-, K), to get the standard path length P(J, K) as noted above. For this dark side, P(M+1, K=1:M) will have some non-zero values because the sunlight at the dark side radius M+1 is coming from below and must be 160 attenuated through the atmosphere.
If the column atmosphere zenith angle lies in the middle zone for tangent ray at radius RL, 90° ≤ ACA < A tan L, then we cannot interpolate tangent paths. The ray path to RL is wholly on the sunlit side since it occurs before the tangent point. We revert to direct integration following the sunlit 165 path, but subtract the elevation angle at the tangent point (A tan L -90°), and thus the invariant at end-point radius RL used to start the integration of path lengths is sin(ACA+90°-A tan L) RL NL. (A.23)
The values for refraction used here are N1 = 1.00030 and a density scale height of 8 km, so that 170 NL = 1 + 0.00030 exp[-(RL-R1)/8]. In this model, we simplify the calculation of refraction so that the path lengths P(L, K) apply to all wavelengths and are only calculated once for each CA and solar zenith angle. The value of N1 scales with density and varies with wavelength from 1.00030 in the ultraviolet to 1.00027 in the near infrared. Presently, Solar-J is designed for the stratosphere and troposphere; and thus we shut off the heating rate calculation for solar zenith 175 angles greater than 98º, corresponding to direct sunlight only above 62 km.
Although the generation of path lengths is complex with many conditionals, once defined, they allow us a straightforward coding for the solar intensity that is independent of wavelength bin. We define a dimensionless air mass factor (AMF) from the path length and layer thickness 180 AMF(L, K) = P(L, K) / (ZK+1 -ZK) (A.24) For a given bin, the optical depth dTAU in each layer K is a combination of absorption and scattering. dTAUK = dTAUK abs + dTAUK sca (A.25)
The total optical depth from layer edge L to the sun is simply the vector sum over all layers 185 TTAU L = ΣK=1:M [AMF(L, K) dTAUK] (A.26) where AMF = 0 for layers that are not in the ray path. The intensity of sunlight is defined as 1 at the top of the atmosphere, and at layer edge L it is equal simply to FL = exp[-TTAU L ]. (A.27) Nominally, FM+1 = 1, but for post-terminator ray paths, and specifically AMF(M+1, M) > 0, the 190 layer edge is lit from underneath and we use the formulae above.
The direct solar flux deposited in layer K, DK, includes both absorbed and scattered components and counts as incident solar flux. DK must be calculated carefully because heating rates are calculated from the difference between DK and the diffuse flux exiting the layer. In a flat 195
atmosphere, this calculation is trivial: it is simply the difference in solar intensity between top and bottom of the layer divided by the AMF, where 1/AMF is simply cos(SZA) throughout the atmosphere. The calculation of incident solar flux is more complex in a spherical atmosphere because the ray path at layer edge L goes through a different atmospheric path than that at L+1. This is evident from the inflection point in solar intensity shown in Figure 2 . We often see a 200
reversal with FL > FL+1 as the ray path tangent drops below cloud or ozone layers. Thus, we calculate the incident flux in layer K from the upper and lower layer-edge solar intensities (FL+1 and FL), scaling each by the optical properties in each half of the layer. DK = ½ (FL + FL+1) dTAUK sca + ( (1 -exp[-½ dTAUK abs AMF(K, K)]) FL+1 + (exp[+½ dTAUK abs AMF(K, K)] -1) FL ) / AMF(K, K) (A.28) 205
Note that deposition for scattering is linear because of the way scattering is calculated in the 1D plane parallel scattering model. For absorption, the deposition includes the attenuation of the upper intensity through half the layer and a reverse calculation of the attenuation that would have occurred to get the lower intensity. With this definition, the total incident flux exactly equals the reflected plus absorbed at surface fluxes in a conservative scattering atmosphere. If there is 210 direct sunlight at the surface, then the incident flux at the surface is simply D0 = F1 / AMF(1, 1) (A.29) Some care and reversal of exponential decay factors in A.28 is needed for post-terminator upward ray paths. 215
In a geometric spherical atmosphere, with effectively conic sections for each column atmosphere, the height of the atmospheric layers increase relative to the geopotential heights ZL geom = ZL geop (1 + ZL geom /R) (A.30) where we have assumed Z1 = 0. Given that density vs. pressure profile is not changed, the mass and optical depth in each layer also increases 220 dTAUK geom = dTAUK geop (1 + ZK geom /R) 2 (A.31) where ZK refers to the height at the middle of layer K. The solar-ray path lengths through each layer AMFs are calculated using the new ZL geom , and equations A.24-A.29 including AMFs and FL are calculated using Z geom and dTAU geom . 225
The calculation of diffuse radiation reverts to our multiple-scattering, plane-parallel, flatatmosphere code (3). In this calculation, the solar intensities at each layer edge (FL) plus the optical depth (dSTAUK) and intrinsic optical properties (single scattering albedo, scattering phase function) are used. For options flat, sphr, and refr, the calculated FL specific to that option is used along with 230 dSTAUK = dTAUK geop .
(A.32) For option geom, we must further increase the optical depth due to the areal expansion, effectively pulling all of the optical mass into a column with the area of the surface grid. dSTAUK = dTAUK geom (1 + ZK geom /R) 2 (A.33) With this increase, we are able to include all of the scattered light within the expanding conic 235 section of the column atmosphere since the W m -2 of sunlight absorbed is the total energy projected onto the surface area of the model grid. To diagnose heating rates after the scattering calculation, the incident (deposited) flux for option geom, as calculated in A.28 using geometric values, is further increased so that we collect the incident flux of the expanded layer into a standard area defined by the surface grid. 240 DK geom = DK (1 + ZK geom /R) 2 (A.34) gravitational acceleration at altitude Z, the surface, go/(1 + Z/R) 2 Z geop geopotential height, integrated using g(Z) = g0 Z geom geometric height CA column atmosphere ACA solar zenith angle defined as the angle between the CA radius vector and a radius vector pointing at the sun, without refraction it is the angle of the sun at each layer AL zenith angle along a ray path crossing layer edge L at radius RL AM+1 zenith angle at top of the atmosphere P(L, K) the distance through layer K of the solar ray ending at radius RL. AMF(L, K) air mass factor for layer K along the ray path to layer edge L. AMF = ratio of path length to layer thickness (RK+1 -RK), always ≥ 1. NK index of refraction in layer K sARNL shorthand for sin(ACA) RL NL, which is the invariant along the refracted light path A´M zenith angle at the bottom of radius layer edge RM+1, from the ray path connecting RM (angle AM) to RM+1; it is not equal to AM+1 the angle at the top of RM+1 because of refraction RL NL the path invariant (sARNL) for the refracted ray path that has its tangent radius (i.e., is orthogonal to the radius) at radius RL A tan L zenith angle (>90º) where the refracted ray is tangent to radius RL, ≡ A tanS (L, L) A tanS (L, K) zenith angle where the refracted ray crosses each successive radius on the sunlit side, for refracted path with tangent radius RL A tanD (L, K) zenith angle at radius RK on the dark side, for refracted path with tangent radius RL, A tanD (L,-) = 2 A tan L -A tanS (L,-) is symmetric about the tangent point P tanS (L, K) path length of a refracted ray path through layer K on the sunlit side with a tangent radius of RL. P tanD (L, K) dark-side refracted path lengths through layer K passing through tangent radius RL, it is symmetric P tanD (L,-) = P tanS (L,-) A tanD (L, K) zenith angle at radius RK on the dark side, for refracted path with tangent radius RL dTAUK extinction optical depth of layer K (dTAUK abs + dTAUK sca ), can be designated either geop or geom , used to calculate the extinction of the solar beam (FL) TTAU L total opacity along path from layer L to the sun, include AMF, can be calculated from either geopotential or geometric dTAU,used to calculate FL FL intensity of sunlight at layer edge L, defined as 1 at top of atmosphere dSTAUK extinction optical depth of layer K used in the 1D multiple scattering code DK direct solar flux deposited in layer K; based on FM+1 = 1; if geom option, then must increase by factor (1 + ZK geom /R) 2 D0 direct solar flux deposited at the surface
